
Jane Goodall
Jane Goodall knows lots about chimpanzees. Jane works hard to 
keep them safe.

Jane’s Childhood 
Jane was born on 3rd April. She was born in 
London. Her dad was called Mortimer and 
her mum was called Margaret.

Jane had a toy chimpanzee. She called it 
Jubilee. She loved to play with it.

Jane wanted to go to Africa to see real 
chimpanzees when she grew up. 

Going to Africa
Jane went to Africa to visit her friend. Her friend lived on a farm 
in Kenya. 

In Africa, a clever man called Louis Leakey asked Jane if she would 
work for him. He wanted to find out more about chimpanzees. 

What Jane Found Out
Jane found out lots of new things about chimpanzees. She found 
out that: 

• they eat meat;

• they can use tools;

• they are all different.
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Jane Goodall

What Is a Chimpanzee?

A chimpanzee is a great ape. 

• They have large ears.

• They have black hair.

• They live in the forest in Africa.
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Jane Goodall

Questions
1. When was Jane born? Tick one. 

   1st June
   3rd April
   6th September

2. Where did Jane’s friend live? Tick one.

   Kenya
   London
   Mortimer

3. Who was Jubilee? Tick one.

   Jane's mum
   Jane's dad
   Jane's toy

4. What can a chimpanzee do? Tick one.

   eat meat
   go to London
   read books

5. Where do chimpanzees live? Tick one.

   in caves
   in the desert
   in the forest
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Jane Goodall

Answers
1. When was Jane born? Tick one. 

   1st June
   3rd April
   6th September

2. Where did Jane’s friend live? Tick one.

   Kenya
   London
   Mortimer

3. Who was Jubilee? Tick one.

   Jane's mum
   Jane's dad
   Jane's toy

4. What can a chimpanzee do? Tick one.

   eat meat
   go to London
   read books

5. Where do chimpanzees live? Tick one.

   in caves
   in the desert
   in the forest
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Jane Goodall
Jane Goodall knows lots about chimpanzees. She has studied 
them for over 50 years. Jane works hard to keep animals safe 
and living in the wild.

Jane’s Childhood 
Jane was born on 3rd April 1934. She was born 
in London. Her father was called Mortimer 
and he was a businessman. Her mother was 
called Margaret and she was an author.

Jane had a toy chimpanzee when she was a 
child. She called it Jubilee and she loved to 
play with it.

Jane dreamed of going to Africa to see real chimpanzees when 
she grew up. 

Going to Africa
Jane went to Africa in 1957. She went to visit her friend who 
lived on a farm in Kenya. 

In Africa, she met a clever man called Louis Leakey. Louis 
asked Jane if she would work for him and find out more about 
chimpanzees.

What Jane Found Out
Jane found out lots of things about chimpanzees that no one had 
known before. She found out that:

• they eat meat, not just plants;

• they can use tools to help them to catch insects;

• they are all different, just like humans.
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Jane Goodall

Did You Know…?
• Jane gave names to the chimpanzees that she watched. 

• Jane has been given lots of important awards for her work.
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Jane Goodall

Questions
1.  How long has Jane studied chimpanzees for? Tick one. 

   over 50 years
   over 70 years
   over 100 years

2. What has Jane been given? Tick one.

   lots of names
   lots of presents
   lots of awards

3. Match the name to who they were.

4. In which year did Jane go to Africa?

 

5. Give one thing that Jane found out about chimpanzees.

 

Mortimer

Jubilee

Margaret

Jane's mother

Jane's father

Jane's toy chimpanzee
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Answers
1.  How long has Jane studied chimpanzees for? Tick one. 

   over 50 years
   over 70 years
   over 100 years

2. What has Jane been given? Tick one.

   lots of names
   lots of presents
   lots of awards

3. Match the name to who they were.

4. In which year did Jane go to Africa?

Jane went to Africa in 1957. 

5. Give one thing that Jane found out about chimpanzees.

Accept any one of the following: they eat meat, not just plants; they 
can use tools to help them to catch insects; they are all different, just 
like humans.

Mortimer

Jubilee

Margaret

Jane's mother

Jane's father

Jane's toy chimpanzee
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Jane Goodall
Jane Goodall is an expert on chimpanzees and she has studied 
them for over 50 years. Jane works hard to keep animals safe 
and living in the wild

Jane’s Childhood 
Jane’s full name is Valerie Jane Morris-
Goodall. She was born on 3rd April 1934. She 
was born in London. Her father, Mortimer, was 
a businessman and her mother, Margaret, 
was an author.

When Jane was a child, her father gave her 
a toy chimpanzee. She called it Jubilee and 
she loved to play with it. Jane dreamed of 
going to Africa to see real chimpanzees in the wild. 

Going to Africa
Jane did lots of jobs to save up money to go to Africa. In 1957, 
she finally had enough money to visit her friend who lived on a 
farm in Kenya. 

Whilst she was there, she met a very clever man called Louis 
Leakey. Louis was trying to learn more about how apes behave. 
He asked Jane if she would work for him and find out more about 
chimpanzees. 
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Jane Goodall

Did You Know…?

• Jane gave names to the chimpanzees that she watched. She 
called one of them David Greybeard.

• Jane has been given lots of important awards for her work.

What Jane Discovered
• Jane found out lots of things about chimpanzees that no one 

had known before.

• People thought that they just ate plants but Jane proved that 
they ate meat too.

• Jane found out that chimpanzees can use tools, like pieces of 
grass, to help them to catch insects to eat.

• Jane watched chimpanzees for a long time. She found out 
that some are kind, some are mean, some are quiet and some 
are loud. She realised that chimpanzees are all different – 
just like humans.
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Jane Goodall

Questions
1.  Jane Goodall is an expert on chimpanzees… 

What do you think the word expert means in this sentence? Tick one. 

   someone knows a lot
   someone who likes to play
   someone who has been to Africa

2. Who asked Jane to work for them? Tick one.

   Valerie Morris-Goodall
   Kenya Mortimer
   Louis Leakey

3. Number the facts below to show the order in which they appear  
in the text.

 

4. Fill in the missing words:

Jane visited her friend who lived on a              in                                .

5. What do chimpanzees eat?

 

6. Who was David Greybeard? 
 

1 Jane works hard to keep animals safe.
Jane found out lots of new things about chimpanzees.

Jane’s mother was an author.
Jane has been given lots of awards.
Jane dreamed of going to Africa.
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Jane Goodall

Answers
1.  Jane Goodall is an expert on chimpanzees… 

What do you think the word expert means in this sentence? Tick one. 

   someone knows a lot
   someone who likes to play
   someone who has been to Africa

2. Who asked Jane to work for them? Tick one.

   Valerie Morris-Goodall
   Kenya Mortimer
   Louis Leakey

3. Number the facts below to show the order in which they appear  
in the text. 

1 Jane works hard to keep animals safe.
Jane found out lots of new things about chimpanzees.

Jane’s mother was an author.
Jane has been given lots of awards.
Jane dreamed of going to Africa.

4. Fill in the missing words

Jane visited her friend who lived on a farm in Kenya.

5. What do chimpanzees eat?

Chimpanzees eat plants and meat.

6. Who was David Greybeard? 
David Greybeard was a chimpanzee that Jane gave a name to. He was 
one of the chimpanzees she used to watch.
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